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Abstract: To identify links among professional development, teacher knowledge, practice, and student achievement, researchers have called for study designs that allow causal inferences and that examine relationships among features of interventions and multiple outcomes. In a randomized experiment implemented in six states with over 270 elementary teachers and 7,000 students, this project compared three related but systematically varied teacher interventions—Teaching Cases, Looking at Student Work, and Metacognitive Analysis—along with no-treatment controls. The three courses contained identical science content components, but differed in the ways they incorporated analysis of learner thinking and of teaching, making it possible to measure effects of these features on teacher and student outcomes. Interventions were delivered by staff developers trained to lead the teacher courses in their regions. Each course improved teachers’ and students’ scores on selected-response science tests well beyond those of controls, and effects were maintained a year later. Student achievement also improved significantly for English language learners in both the study year and follow-up, and treatment effects did not differ based on sex or race/ethnicity. However, only Teaching Cases and Looking at Student Work courses improved the accuracy and completeness of students’ written justifications of test answers in the follow-up, and only Teaching Cases had sustained effects on teachers’ written justifications. Thus, the content component in common across the three courses had powerful effects on teachers’ and students’ ability to choose correct test answers, but their ability to explain why answers were correct only improved when the professional development incorporated analysis of student conceptual understandings and implications for instruction; metacognitive analysis of teachers’ own learning did not improve student justifications either year. Findings suggest investing in professional development that integrates content learning with analysis of student learning and teaching rather than advanced content or teacher metacognition alone. © 2012 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. J Res Sci Teach 49: 333–362, 2012
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Conceptual models of effective teacher professional development describe a cascade of influences from features of the professional development to direct impact on teacher knowledge, intermediate impact on classroom instruction, and more distal effects on student achievement (Cohen & Hill, 2000; Desimone, 2009; Heller, Daehler, & Shinohara, 2003; Scher & O’Reilly, 2009; Weiss & Miller, 2006). Although a growing body of literature supports the claim that teacher professional development can improve student achievement (e.g., Blank, de las Alas, & Smith, 2007; Duschl, Schweingruber, & Shouse, 2007; Franke, Carpenter, Levi, & Fennema, 2001; Roth et al., 2011; Saxe, Gearhart, & Nasir, 2001), professional development programs differ widely in the ways they develop teachers expertise and skills (Shulman, 2005; Wilson, Rozelle, & Mikeska, 2010). These variations make it difficult to identify the impact of specific features of professional development interventions on particular aspects of teacher or student outcomes (Fishman, Marx, Best, & Tal, 2003; Scher & O’Reilly, 2009; Wayne, Yoon, Zhu, Cronen, & Garet, 2008).

To build a stronger knowledge base about links among professional development, teacher knowledge, practice, and student achievement, researchers have called for study designs that allow for causal inferences, that isolate treatment effects by systematic comparison of closely related versions of professional development interventions, and that explicitly examine relationships between teacher and student learning (Borko, 2004; Boruch, DeMoya, & Snyder, 2002; Desimone, 2009; Fishman et al., 2003; Jacob, Zhu, & Bloom, 2010; Slavin, 2002; Wayne et al., 2008). Such studies are rare, especially in science. In a review of over 1,300 empirical studies that had the potential to address the link between professional development and teacher learning, only nine met What Works Clearinghouse evidence standards (Yoon, Duncan, Lee, Scarloss, & Shapley, 2007). Studies meeting these standards were empirical, employed randomized controlled trials or quasi-experimental designs where groups were matched before the intervention, and included valid measures of student and teacher outcomes. All nine studies focused on elementary school teachers and students. Of those nine, only two focused on science (Marek & Methven, 1991; Sloan, 1993).

Furthermore, the literature to date, including the review by Yoon et al. (2007), largely demonstrates the efficacy of professional development interventions that are delivered by the developers of the professional development courses to relatively small numbers of teachers and schools. A critical step toward scaling up effective practices is to test the delivery of interventions by multiple trainers in a range of typical settings for which the interventions are designed (Borko, 2004; Wayne et al., 2008).

This project was designed to expand the empirical bases for professional development design with a level of rigor that meets the highest evidence standards. Using a randomized experimental design implemented on a large scale in six states, this project compared the differential effects of three related but systematically varied teacher interventions—Teaching Cases, Looking at Student Work, and Metacognitive Analysis—as well as a “business as usual” control condition. The three courses (described in the following section) contained the same subject matter in identical science investigations, but differed in the ways they supported development of teacher pedagogical content knowledge. Interventions were delivered by staff developers trained to lead the inservice courses in their regions, with teacher participants from diverse settings in 39 school districts.

This research used a combination of quantitative and qualitative measures to investigate the impact of each intervention on teacher and student knowledge of the content, on teacher classroom practices, and on teacher pedagogical content knowledge and reasoning about teaching and learning of that content. In addition, the study included systematic collection of observational data capturing participant interactions and reflections both in professional.
development sessions and during classroom lessons. In this study, we address the preliminary question of whether the three teacher courses produced teacher and student science learning outcomes that would warrant further analysis of the study’s rich set of qualitative data. If so, finer grained analyses of relationships among course features, teacher learning, instructional practices, and student learning will be considered in subsequent papers.

Design of the Professional Development Interventions

Each intervention was based on current beliefs about teacher learning and expertise, and was intended to comprise as strong as possible an exemplar of its kind. All three interventions in this study embodied key features identified in the literature on effective professional development, including: (a) in-depth focus on science content in activities typical of classroom instruction, building on findings that teacher knowledge grows when they encounter subject content through school curricula (Cohen & Hill, 2001; Saxe et al., 2001); (b) opportunities for teachers to engage in active learning; (c) coherence and alignment between the teacher curriculum and standards-based student curricula the teachers were responsible for addressing in their classrooms; (d) substantial duration and length of contact time; and (e) a process of collective participation during which teachers engage in professional discourse and critical reflection (Birman, Desimone, Porter, & Garet, 2000; Desimone, 2009; Yoon et al., 2007).

The three interventions compared were: a Teaching Cases course with discussions of prestructured written cases of classroom practice (Barnett-Clarke & Ramirez, 2004; Daehler & Shinohara, 2001); a Looking at Student Work course involving analysis of teachers’ own student work in conjunction with concurrent teaching (Little, 2004; Little, Gearhart, Curry, & Kafka, 2003); and a Metacognitive Analysis course in which teachers engage in metacognitive reflection on their own learning experience (Mundry & Stiles, 2009; White, Frederiksen, & Collins, 2009). Each intervention consisted of 24 hours of contact time, divided into eight 3-hour sessions.

Because the literature contains clear evidence of the critical role that teacher content knowledge plays in raising student achievement (Hill, Rowan, & Ball, 2005; Kanter & Konstantopoulos, 2010), all three interventions included an identical science content component that incorporated hands-on science investigations, sense-making discussions, and readings, for half of the course time (Table 1). However, the pedagogical content knowledge components were varied to test different approaches to focusing on learner thinking and teaching.

The science content component was taken from an existing WestEd Making Sense of SCIENCE course for elementary teachers on electric circuits (http://www.wested.org/cs/we/view/serv/69). The WestEd course was chosen based on its history of promising effects on elementary student achievement across states, districts of varying sizes, and diverse urban student populations including English language learners (ELL) (Heller et al., 2003; Heller, Daehler, Shinohara, & Kaskowitz, 2004; Heller & Kaskowitz, 2004).

Below, we describe the theoretical underpinnings of the overall professional development approach in all three interventions, for both the science content and pedagogical content knowledge components. We then describe specific features that distinguished the three course configurations and examine the research related to those particular features.

Features of the Science Content Component

Despite the importance of subject matter knowledge, elementary school teachers typically have little training in science and science pedagogy (Fulp, 2002; National Research Council, 2002) and often lack the confidence to teach science (Fulp, 2002; Tosun, 2000). Furthermore,
the content area of electric circuits is known to be particularly challenging for both students (Engelhardt & Beichner, 2004; Shipstone, 1988) and adults (Aschbacher & Alonzo, 2006).

The three intervention courses focused on deepening teacher understanding of core science concepts in national and state standards, leading student curricula, such as Full Option Science for Students (Delta Education, 2010) and Science and Technology for Children (Carolina Curriculum for Science and Math, 2010), Benchmarks for Scientific Literacy (American Association for the Advancement of Science, 1993), and the 2009 National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) Science Framework. Sessions included both grade-level appropriate and more advanced content, such as resistance, to develop teacher knowledge beyond that of their students.

The science content component was designed to immerse teachers in collaborative scientific inquiry to extend their conceptual understanding of key scientific ideas. That is, the purpose of the investigations was to understand phenomena, not to build inquiry skills per se. During hands-on science investigations, teachers examined evidence, worked in small groups to make sense of their experiences, and deeply explored their own understandings and misunderstandings. For example, in the first session, groups were provided with a battery, a bulb, and a wire, and challenged to find as many ways as possible to make the bulb light. Then based on this hands-on experience, groups developed their own working definition of a “complete circuit” and used their definition to make predictions about other circuits. A facilitated whole-group sense-making discussion followed in which teachers shared circuits they built that lit, did not light, and had surprised them. They looked for patterns in their data, and summarized what this helped them understand about circuits. Next, teachers regrouped the data according to complete and incomplete circuits, which predictably led them to discover a

Table 1

Sources of content and pedagogical content knowledge in three professional development interventions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area of Emphasis</th>
<th>Teaching Cases</th>
<th>Looking at Student Work</th>
<th>Metacognitive Analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Science content knowledge</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science investigations</td>
<td>Hands-on, guided investigations to build conceptual understanding</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discussions</td>
<td>Collaborative sense-making through evidence-based discussion</td>
<td>Same as Teaching Cases</td>
<td>Same as Teaching Cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Readings</td>
<td>Science content notes and illustrations of classic misconceptions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pedagogical content knowledge</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learner thinking</td>
<td>Analysis of student work and dialog in written cases</td>
<td>Analysis of own students’ work from concurrently taught lessons; analysis of assessment tasks</td>
<td>Analysis of teachers’ own science learning and thinking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching</td>
<td>Analysis of tradeoffs among instructional options in written cases</td>
<td>Identifying instructional next steps based on evidence of student thinking</td>
<td>Identifying instructional implications of teachers’ own learning experience</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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tricky aspect of the science—some complete circuits do not result in a lit bulb (notably, short circuits). To solidify this important understanding, teachers were prompted to describe the relationship between complete, incomplete, lit, and unlit circuits, in a variety of ways and through drawings, writing, and verbal discussion.

During the science content component, course facilitators supported group sense-making by keeping discussions grounded in evidence, prompting teachers to make their thinking visible, and pushing groups beyond surface understandings. Teachers often spent as much time thinking about wrong answers as right answers and gave considerable attention to understanding the thinking behind incorrect mental models and ideas. In addition, the hands-on science investigations were supplemented with substantial reading materials that both summarized key science concepts and illustrated common, yet incorrect ways of thinking about the science.

Features of the Pedagogical Content Knowledge Component

While strong subject matter knowledge is essential, it alone is not sufficient for effective teaching. Teachers also need pedagogical content knowledge—subject-specific knowledge about learner thinking and how to teach in a particular discipline (Bransford, Brown, & Cocking, 2000; Shulman, 1986). Teachers with strong content and content-specific pedagogical knowledge have been shown to provide higher quality instruction. More specifically, in the classroom, these teachers are more likely to ask students higher-level questions, use accurate representations and explanations, encourage students to discuss the content and think about applications, and have ideas about and respond to the difficulties students may encounter (Carlson, 1993; Druva & Anderson, 1983; Hashweh, 1987; Hill & Ball, 2009).

For these reasons, each intervention course also focused on the intersection of knowledge about content and teaching—on developing teacher pedagogical content knowledge. While the approaches in the three courses differed, each was based on the premise that teachers must have opportunities to learn science content knowledge in combination with analysis of learner thinking about that content (Shinohara, Daehler, & Heller, 2004; Shymansky & Matthews, 1993; Van Driel, Verloop, & De Vos, 1998).

Honing teachers’ abilities to analyze a learner’s thinking is key to each of the courses. Such analysis plays an important role in formative assessment, in which teachers’ goals are to gather information about student understanding for the purpose of identifying instructional next steps. Prior research has shown that teachers working with colleagues and facilitators in a sustained program to assess student thinking can learn to use evidence from their students’ work to revise their teaching strategies, and student performance can improve as a result (Aschbacher & Alonzo, 2006; Gearhart et al., 2006; Gerard, Spitulnik, & Linn, 2010; Kazemi & Franke, 2004; Ruiz-Primo & Furtak, 2007).

Features of the Teaching Cases Course

The Teaching Cases course engaged participants in discussions of narrative cases drawn from actual classroom episodes and written by classroom teachers who work with ethnically, culturally, socioeconomically, and linguistically diverse groups of students. The cases were taken from the same nationally field-tested WestEd Making Sense of SCIENCE professional development course that provided the science investigations.

In this course, the cases provided a means of bringing together science, student thinking, and instruction around content-based dilemmas of practice, ones any teacher might face (Barnett-Clarke & Ramirez, 2004; Daehler & Shinohara, 2001; Mundry & Stiles, 2009).
In this way, the course blended an analysis-of-practice approach (Roth et al., 2011) with activities typical of looking-at-student-work professional development experiences (Little, 2004). Analysis of student work embedded in written cases such as those used here may have some benefit over investigations of artifacts from teachers’ own classrooms (as in the Looking at Student Work course), in allowing a more sustained focus on the problems of teaching without distraction from teachers’ discomfort criticizing each others’ practice (Borko, Jacobs, Eiteljorg, & Pittman, 2008; Little & Horn, 2007). Prestructured cases have the potential to support teacher inquiry by making the practice under scrutiny less personal, while also providing an intentional, carefully selected set of student understandings and misconceptions.

The Teaching Cases course was designed to help teachers:

- examine students’ science ideas as they pertained to key concepts in electric circuits,
- critically analyze trade-offs among instructional options,
- see content as central and intertwined with pedagogy, and
- focus on the specific content and curricula being taught.

Throughout the course, teachers analyzed cases that contained descriptions of instructional activities, student work samples representing common ways students think about concepts, student-teacher dialogue, and teacher thinking and behaviors. In addition, the hands-on science investigations done by students, as described in the narrative cases, paralleled the science investigations done by teachers in each session. While these cases were not intended as exemplars of best practice, they modeled solid teaching and pedagogical choices known to support student learning.

During each session, teachers worked first in small groups and then as a whole group where they engaged in a subset of the following activities: (a) analyzing the student work presented in a case in terms of correct and incorrect ideas, (b) identifying the logic behind common incorrect science ideas, (c) analyzing the teacher’s instructional choices, (d) weighing the tradeoffs of instructional choices in terms of the benefits and limitations of a model, metaphor, definition, or representation used by the teacher in the case, (e) considering the implications for teaching their own students, and (f) reflecting on the process of using cases as a tool for learning.

Features of the Looking at Student Work Course

The Looking at Student Work course engaged teachers in carefully structured, collaborative analysis of their own students’ work, which necessarily required that they teach a unit about electric circuits concurrently with participating in the professional development. Compared to the other courses, the Looking at Student Work course directly involved teachers in examining their own students’ ideas about electric circuits in the context of their ongoing classroom lessons.

This course utilized artifacts of student work, discussion protocols to keep the attention on evidence of student understanding about circuits, and formative assessments to elicit information about that thinking, components identified as important in the literature (Black, Harrison, Lee, Marshall, & Williams, 2004; Little, 2004; McDonald, 2001). Prior research has shown that teachers can build assessment expertise by working with colleagues and facilitators in a sustained program to analyze student work (Aschbacher & Alonzo, 2006; Gearhart et al., 2006; Gerard et al., 2010), and that student performance improves when teachers use evidence from their students’ work to revise their teaching strategies (Gerard et al., 2010).
et al., 2010; Ruiz-Primo & Furtak, 2007). Furthermore, in their review of research about
teacher science pedagogical content knowledge, Schneider and Plasman (2011) found that
teachers who had more experience attending to their students’ scientific thinking began to use
different assessments in order to gain better information about their teaching.

The Looking at Student Work course was designed to help teachers:

- examine students’ science ideas as they pertained to key concepts in electric circuits,
- recognize evidence of incorrect mental models, correct understandings, and proficiency,
- analyze tasks to identify characteristics that support formative assessment, and
- make instructional choices grounded in evidence of student thinking.

In this course, teachers took turns bringing in student work and were given guidance on
how to select work samples that best revealed students’ science ideas. Each teacher was
required to bring in a formative assessment task that they evaluated and refined for use with
their own students. Course materials included a task bank of formative assessment items that
invited students to write explanations and to draw descriptions of electric circuits phenomena.
The richness of the tasks had the potential to provide teachers with data about student under-
standing that could be analyzed during the course. Teachers could also choose to use the tasks
as material resources in their classrooms or as models for the development of similarly infor-
mative tasks. This feature of the course design was critical, as Aschbacher and Alonzo (2006)
found in their study of elementary school teacher use of science notebooks for formative
assessment, teachers need support in developing tasks that are useful for eliciting student
understanding.

Throughout the course, the teachers used a written protocol to practice a variety of skills
related to analyzing student responses and evaluating the utility of different tasks. During
each session, teachers engaged in a subset of the following activities: (a) identified science
concepts that were central to a student task, (b) completed the task and analyzed its cognitive
demands, (c) identified assessment criteria or constructed an assessment rubric for the task,
(d) analyzed the student work in terms of correct and incorrect ideas, as well as common
mental models, (e) considered the implications for teaching and learning, (f) described the
merits and limitations of the task, and (g) reflected on the process of looking at student work.
As with the science investigations, teachers engaged in the analysis of student work via
small-group work and whole-group discussion.

Features of the Metacognitive Analysis Course

The third course, Metacognitive Analysis, engaged teachers in reflective discussions
about their own learning processes. Rather than analyzing classroom artifacts, such as those
incorporated in the other two interventions, the Metacognitive Analysis course utilized teach-
ers’ first-hand learning experiences as the objects of analysis of learner thinking. Similarly,
teachers’ own professional development experiences became the source for reflection on
learning, and eventually the bridge to discussions of implications for their own classrooms
and student learning.

Metacognition is an especially powerful tool for adult learning (White et al., 2009) and is
linked to interventions that result in greater student achievement in science (Greenleaf et al., 2009).
The Metacognitive Analysis course was designed to help teachers:

- identify concepts that teachers found challenging to learn related to electric circuits,
- examine the logic behind common incorrect ideas pertaining to the topic.
• reflect on their own and others’ processes for learning science, and
• analyze the roles of hands-on investigations, discourse, and inquiry in science learning.

In each of the Metacognitive Analysis sessions, teachers engaged in written reflections about their own learning experiences. They were given content-specific prompts that guided their reflections about four areas of inquiry: (a) science ideas they learned during the science investigation, (b) concepts that were particularly tricky or surprising, (c) the logic behind an incorrect science idea that they had, and (d) the implications for what students should learn and how the science content should be taught. The questions for each session corresponded with key concepts presented in that day’s lesson. After completing this written reflection, teachers gathered in small groups and then as a whole group to discuss their reflections, revisit areas of conceptual confusion, and briefly discuss implications for their classrooms.

Research Questions

The purpose of this analysis was to investigate whether the professional development interventions improved teacher and student science content knowledge and to compare the differential treatment effects of the three courses. Based on current thinking, improvements in student achievement would not occur without direct professional development effects on teacher knowledge. We therefore included treatment effects on teacher science content knowledge in our analyses.

We assessed science knowledge based on two kinds of evidence: traditional selected-response tests of basic factual knowledge, and written justifications for answers to selected-response items as measures of richer conceptual understanding. Written justifications of why an answer was selected require the ability to apply science concepts in the service of explaining phenomena, as well as skills in written communication, which are dimensions of content knowledge that are not adequately measured using selected-response items (Quellmalz, Timms, & Buckley, 2005). National Science Education Standards recommend more educational emphasis on assessing rich, well-structured knowledge, as well as scientific understanding and reasoning (National Research Council, 1996, p. 100), and the ability to write detailed explanations is an important part of that ability (Partnership for 21st Century Skills, 2008, p. 4). “Scientific understanding...includes the capacity to reason with knowledge. Discerning what a student knows or how the student reasons is not possible without communication, either verbal or representational” (National Research Council, 1996, p. 91).

Question 1. What effects do the teacher courses have on teacher science content test scores? If the science investigation component in common among the three courses functioned as intended, during both the study year and follow-up year all three courses would have significant positive effects on teacher science content test scores compared to control teachers, and the course effects would not differ significantly from one another.

Question 2. What effects do the teacher courses have on teacher written justifications? All three courses included both a science investigation component and activities that engaged teachers in writing activities. We expected that during both the study year and follow-up year the three courses would have significant positive effects on teacher written justifications compared to control teachers, and course effects would not differ significantly from one another.

Question 3. What effects do the teacher courses have on student science content test scores? The differences among the three courses should produce different effects on
pedagogical content knowledge and teaching, but in ways that make it difficult to predict student test scores. All three courses were expected to have significant positive effects on student content test scores compared to controls, and no predictions were made as to relative efficacy of the courses.

Question 4. What effects do the teacher courses have on student written justifications?

The Looking at Student Work course consisted almost entirely of teachers eliciting and analyzing their own students’ written work for evidence of conceptual understanding, as well as analyzing student assessment tasks to identify features that would elicit student thinking. Teachers in this course were also provided a set of written tasks that teachers were encouraged to use with their students and share in the course discussions. This strong emphasis on procedures and materials for looking at student work, combined with students’ direct practice of written explanations to provide their teachers with samples of work, were expected to result in significantly stronger written justifications for the Looking at Student Work group than all other groups during the study year. Teaching Cases included analysis of student written work for instructional implications, so would be expected to improve students’ written justifications as well compared to the controls in the study year, but would not have as strong effects as the Looking at Student Work condition. During the follow-up year, however, students of teachers who took the Looking at Student Work course in the previous year would not necessarily benefit from direct practice of written explanations unless their teachers again used the task banks as much as they had during the course. We expected that in the follow-up year Looking at Student Work and Teaching Cases would significantly improve students’ written justifications compared to controls, but no predictions were made as to relative efficacy of those two courses. Metacognitive Analysis was not expected to improve students’ written justifications compared to the controls in either year.

Question 5. What effects do the teacher courses have on English language learner science content test scores?

All three courses were expected to have significant positive effects on ELL student content test scores compared to controls. Each course provided first-hand experiences for teachers in ways of learning science that research suggests are particularly well adapted for English learners and other student populations that are severely underserved with respect to science instruction (Lee, 2002). The courses capitalize on the fact that English learners can benefit greatly from inquiry-based science instruction (Hewson, Kahle, Scantlebury, & Davis, 2001); hands-on activities based on natural phenomena depend less on mastery of English than do decontextualized textbooks or direct instruction by teachers (Lee, 2002); and collaborative, small-group work provides opportunities for developing English proficiency in the context of authentic communication about science knowledge (Lee & Fradd, 2001).

Question 6. What effects do the teacher courses have on English language learner written justifications?

Following the same reasoning for Question 4, the Looking at Student Work course would have the strongest effects on ELL written justifications, followed in strength by Teaching Cases. However, the challenges of writing science explanations at the fourth grade are even greater for students learning English, and no predictions were made as to treatment effects.

Research Design and Methods

Design Overview

Using a teacher-level randomized trial design, the study compared science content outcomes for three intervention groups and a control group during a study year in 2007–2008.
and delayed effects in a follow-up year. The experimental design in Table 2 shows the data collection events and interventions for teachers, students, and classrooms for the two school years. Intervention teachers were expected to teach all of their classroom electric circuits lessons after they completed the professional development course except for the Looking at Student Work condition that necessitated concurrent classroom teaching. The design included two rounds of interventions and data collection during the study year, and only data collection in the follow-up year. Teachers served as the unit of randomization, and students were nested within teachers. Teachers were randomly assigned to an intervention or control condition and remained in their assigned condition until the conclusion of the study.

The trial was conducted nationally with courses implemented by local facilitators trained at WestEd in Oakland, California. At each of eight research sites during the first year, one or two of the three teacher courses were implemented during each of two rounds, involving different cohorts of teachers. During the follow-up data collection in the next school year, participants included teachers in the three professional development courses and their cohorts of students that year.

Two local facilitators at each research site co-delivered each course, with the exception of the San Francisco Bay Area where WestEd course developers served as solo facilitators for each course. Each facilitator pair taught a different course in Round 1 than they did in Round 2 to avoid confounding facilitator and course effects (Table 3). Having each facilitator pair

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Randomization</th>
<th>Fall 2007</th>
<th>Winter 2008</th>
<th>Spring 2008</th>
<th>Summer 2008</th>
<th>Fall 2008a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Round 1b</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>S–T&lt;sup&gt;T&lt;/sup&gt;–PD</td>
<td>S–T&lt;sup&gt;T&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>S–T&lt;sup&gt;T&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>S–T&lt;sup&gt;T&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching Cases</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>S–T&lt;sup&gt;T&lt;/sup&gt;–PD</td>
<td>S–T&lt;sup&gt;T&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>S–T&lt;sup&gt;T&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>S–T&lt;sup&gt;T&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Looking at Student Work</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>S–T&lt;sup&gt;T&lt;/sup&gt;–PD</td>
<td>S–T&lt;sup&gt;T&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>S–T&lt;sup&gt;T&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>S–T&lt;sup&gt;T&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metacognitive Analysis</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>S–T&lt;sup&gt;T&lt;/sup&gt;–PD</td>
<td>S–T&lt;sup&gt;T&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>S–T&lt;sup&gt;T&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>S–T&lt;sup&gt;T&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>S–T&lt;sup&gt;T&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>S–T&lt;sup&gt;T&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>S–T&lt;sup&gt;T&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>PD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students</td>
<td></td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>T&lt;sup&gt;S&lt;/sup&gt;–Unit–T&lt;sup&gt;S&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>T&lt;sup&gt;S&lt;/sup&gt;–Unit–T&lt;sup&gt;S&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>T&lt;sup&gt;S&lt;/sup&gt;–Unit–T&lt;sup&gt;S&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching Cases</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>T&lt;sup&gt;S&lt;/sup&gt;–Unit–T&lt;sup&gt;S&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>T&lt;sup&gt;S&lt;/sup&gt;–Unit–T&lt;sup&gt;S&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>T&lt;sup&gt;S&lt;/sup&gt;–Unit–T&lt;sup&gt;S&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Looking at Student Work</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>T&lt;sup&gt;S&lt;/sup&gt;–Unit–T&lt;sup&gt;S&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>T&lt;sup&gt;S&lt;/sup&gt;–Unit–T&lt;sup&gt;S&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>T&lt;sup&gt;S&lt;/sup&gt;–Unit–T&lt;sup&gt;S&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metacognitive Analysis</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>T&lt;sup&gt;S&lt;/sup&gt;–Unit–T&lt;sup&gt;S&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>T&lt;sup&gt;S&lt;/sup&gt;–Unit–T&lt;sup&gt;S&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>T&lt;sup&gt;S&lt;/sup&gt;–Unit–T&lt;sup&gt;S&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>T&lt;sup&gt;S&lt;/sup&gt;–Unit–T&lt;sup&gt;S&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>T&lt;sup&gt;S&lt;/sup&gt;–Unit–T&lt;sup&gt;S&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>T&lt;sup&gt;S&lt;/sup&gt;–Unit–T&lt;sup&gt;S&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Round 2b</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>S–T&lt;sup&gt;T&lt;/sup&gt;–PD</td>
<td>S–T&lt;sup&gt;T&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>S–T&lt;sup&gt;T&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>S–T&lt;sup&gt;T&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching Cases</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>S–T&lt;sup&gt;T&lt;/sup&gt;–PD</td>
<td>S–T&lt;sup&gt;T&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>S–T&lt;sup&gt;T&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>S–T&lt;sup&gt;T&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Looking at Student Work</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>S–T&lt;sup&gt;T&lt;/sup&gt;–PD</td>
<td>S–T&lt;sup&gt;T&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>S–T&lt;sup&gt;T&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>S–T&lt;sup&gt;T&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metacognitive Analysis</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>S–T&lt;sup&gt;T&lt;/sup&gt;–PD</td>
<td>S–T&lt;sup&gt;T&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>S–T&lt;sup&gt;T&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>S–T&lt;sup&gt;T&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>S–T&lt;sup&gt;T&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>S–T&lt;sup&gt;T&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>S–T&lt;sup&gt;T&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>PD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students</td>
<td></td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>T&lt;sup&gt;S&lt;/sup&gt;–Unit–T&lt;sup&gt;S&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>T&lt;sup&gt;S&lt;/sup&gt;–Unit–T&lt;sup&gt;S&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>T&lt;sup&gt;S&lt;/sup&gt;–Unit–T&lt;sup&gt;S&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching Cases</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>T&lt;sup&gt;S&lt;/sup&gt;–Unit–T&lt;sup&gt;S&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>T&lt;sup&gt;S&lt;/sup&gt;–Unit–T&lt;sup&gt;S&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>T&lt;sup&gt;S&lt;/sup&gt;–Unit–T&lt;sup&gt;S&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Looking at Student Work</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>T&lt;sup&gt;S&lt;/sup&gt;–Unit–T&lt;sup&gt;S&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>T&lt;sup&gt;S&lt;/sup&gt;–Unit–T&lt;sup&gt;S&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>T&lt;sup&gt;S&lt;/sup&gt;–Unit–T&lt;sup&gt;S&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metacognitive Analysis</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>T&lt;sup&gt;S&lt;/sup&gt;–Unit–T&lt;sup&gt;S&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>T&lt;sup&gt;S&lt;/sup&gt;–Unit–T&lt;sup&gt;S&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>T&lt;sup&gt;S&lt;/sup&gt;–Unit–T&lt;sup&gt;S&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>T&lt;sup&gt;S&lt;/sup&gt;–Unit–T&lt;sup&gt;S&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>T&lt;sup&gt;S&lt;/sup&gt;–Unit–T&lt;sup&gt;S&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>T&lt;sup&gt;S&lt;/sup&gt;–Unit–T&lt;sup&gt;S&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

R, randomly assigned; NR, not randomly assigned; S, Teacher survey; T<sup>T</sup>, teacher content test; T<sup>S</sup>, student content test; PD, professional development; Unit, classroom electric circuits unit.

*Teachers in the follow-up study were a subset of those in the study year. Students in the follow-up were those in the teachers’ classes at that time.

<sup>b</sup>Different cohorts of teachers participated in Rounds 1 and 2.
teach multiple courses introduced the possibility of contamination across conditions from facilitators blurring distinctions among the three experimental interventions. We controlled for such effects with a counterbalanced design such that (a) it included all possible sequences of two courses per facilitator pair over the two rounds; (b) there were overlapping assignments of facilitators so that each course was taught by more than one facilitator pair; and (c) each course variant was taught at least three times in each round. The counterbalanced design allows analysis of both facilitator and treatment effects, without confounding the two. The design controlled for facilitator main effects by having facilitators teach more than one course variant, and if there were order effects from facilitators having previously taught a different version of the course, they would be controlled through systematic variation in course sequences.

While the intended design was perfectly counterbalanced, school and district logistics intervened and the design had to be modified to that shown in Table 3. The modified design maintained the original balance of course offerings, with each course being offered eight times during the study year and 12 courses offered per round of the study. However, three sites needed to teach some courses during the summers before and after the study year instead of running the courses during the school year, and the sequence of courses was reversed at one site.

### Research Sites

Regional research sites were identified through a series of discussions with district and county science educators in the United States. The number of fourth grade teachers that were needed for the study restricted the search to large urban districts or to geographic regions consisting of many districts with a smaller number of schools per district. Criteria for research sites included a well-established, stable district or regional science program; strong science leadership (e.g., staff developers, teacher leaders, and district staff) from whom to
draw local course facilitators, and an academically, culturally, and linguistically diverse student population.

The eight research sites that were established through this process included four in the western United States (Arizona, two in California, and Washington), and four in eastern states (Massachusetts, two in North Carolina, and Alabama). Site coordinators were hired to oversee study activities in each region, including recruiting teachers, arranging for meeting and course facilities, running local meetings at which they collected data, pursuing missing data as needed, and supporting local course facilitators and research staff with logistics.

Recruitment of Teachers

Because the topic of electric circuits appears in standards primarily at the fourth grade level, teachers at this grade were invited to participate. Statistical power estimates determined that a sample of 256 teachers (64 per condition) would provide 80% or higher power to detect a minimum effect size (ES) of 0.20 (0.23 for ELLs) at the student level and 0.51 at the teacher level (for $p = .05$). The number of teachers at any particular district in a region depended entirely on teacher interest, as participation was voluntary. Teachers were considered eligible to participate if they had at least 1 year of teaching experience, had not participated in previous Making Sense of SCIENCE courses, were teaching fourth grade in the 2007–2008 school year, and expected to do so again in 2008–2009. The teachers received a $650 stipend plus additional stipends if they participated in intensive or follow-up data collection. Students were not randomly assigned, but rather were the students in participating teachers’ classes. Active parental consent was solicited through a letter and consent form.

Random Assignment Procedure

Teacher applicants were randomly assigned to one of the experimental conditions using both within-school and between-schools procedures: (a) teachers from schools with two or more participating teachers were randomly assigned within schools, but (b) teachers who were solo participants from their schools were randomly assigned using constructed strata as a blocking factor for teachers. The solo teachers were ranked based on their 2006 school-level state test scores in math, and the ranked list was separated into strata consisting of eight teachers each (or fewer, for odd numbers of teachers). This procedure was followed within each regional site. A total of 446 teachers were randomly assigned to groups (324 to three intervention groups and 122 to control). A randomly selected half of the intervention teachers were then assigned to participate in follow-up data collection in the 2008–2009 school year. Control teachers were not included in the follow-up study because the project had agreed to provide them with professional development courses by the end of summer 2008.

Data Collection

Data were collected before and after two rounds of professional development course implementations from August–December 2007 and January–June 2008, and in the follow-up year. Key teacher and student outcomes reported here include content knowledge in electric circuits, measured by selected-response test items, and quality of written justifications of selected-response answers.

Science Content Assessment. Teacher and student content knowledge about electric circuits was assessed using two tests that were developed and validated in previous evaluations of the WestEd electric circuits course (Heller & Kaskowitz, 2004). The tests were designed to measure a Making Sense of SCIENCE content framework that was aligned with National
Science Education Standards Benchmarks, and Full Option Science System (FOSS; Delta Education, 2010) and Science and Technology Concepts (STC; Carolina Curriculum for Science and Math, 2010) curricula. Test questions reflect the format and content of tasks in these curricula and the Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS) and NAEP assessments. Selected-response items always included at least one strong distractor based on a common misconception. The 33-question teacher test and 34-item student test had 15 questions in common, with the other items on the teacher test generally higher level in content and complexity than those on the student test. Pretests and posttests were identical forms of each test.

Program and research staff drafted test specifications and questions, and after internal and external reviews, draft tests were tried out in a series of cognitive interviews. The tests were administered individually to samples of students and teachers drawn from the target populations. The instruments were revised to address identified problems with terminology, representations, and response options, and tested again with additional respondents. The tests were then used in pilot and national field test studies in which they were administered before and after teachers completed WestEd professional development courses from March 2000 through December 2005, and were then modified as needed based on psychometric characteristics.

The teacher test consisted of 20 selected-response items with four or five answer options; 9 yes/no questions, 2 of which also included a constructed-response justification of the answers selected; and 2 additional constructed-response questions involving drawing a circuit or computation. In terms of Webb’s depth of knowledge (DOK) levels of cognitive complexity (Webb, 1997; Webb, Alt, Ely, Cormier, & Vesperman, 2006), 24% of the questions were level 1 items involving recall and identification, such as naming the kind of circuit shown in a drawing, or drawing a short circuit; 61% were level 2 items requiring reasoning to predict and describe behavior of circuits, such as determining whether a bulb will light or the relative brightness of bulbs in circuits; and 15% were level 3 items involving application of concepts to justify claims about more complex behavior of circuits, such as explaining why the brightness of a bulb in a parallel circuit is not changed by removing another bulb. The test was designed to be completed in 50–60 minutes. Cronbach’s alpha coefficient for the teacher test based on the current study’s data was .90.

The student test consisted of 16 selected-response items with four or five answer options; 14 yes/no questions, 3 of which also included a constructed-response justification of the answers selected; and 1 additional constructed-response question involving drawing a circuit. In terms of Webb’s DOK levels, 32% of the questions were level 1 items, 56% were level 2, and 12% were level 3. The test was intended to be completed in 30–45 minutes. Cronbach’s alpha coefficient for the student test based on the current study’s data was .87.

**Written Justifications.** Teachers and students were asked to write the reasons for their answers to a small number of selected-response items on the content tests to further assess their conceptual understanding and ability to communicate scientific reasoning in writing. For example, student tests included (a) given a drawing of a battery, wire, and bulb showing a short circuit through the jacket of the bulb, “Will the bulb light?” and “Explain why you think the bulb will or will not light” (student item 12, shown in Figure 1). Both teacher and student tests included (a) a drawing of a battery, wire, and bulb showing a short circuit that did not include the bulb, and asked both “Is the circuit complete?” (“Yes” or “No”) and “Explain why you think the circuit is or is not complete” (teacher item 19 and student item 14); and (b) given a drawing of a parallel circuit with one of its two bulbs missing, “Will the
“Will the bulb light?” and “Explain why you think the bulb will or will not light” (teacher item 20 and student item 15).

Written responses to justification items were scored using item-specific rubrics like the sample rubric provided in the Supporting Information (Scoring Rubric Supplement). The scoring criteria were designed to assess the clarity, precision, accuracy, and completeness of students’ written responses. These items and rubrics were reviewed by two science assessment experts who judged that (a) the items and rubrics are typical of standard practice for constructed-response answer justification measures, (b) the rubric scales measure increasingly comprehensive, precise, and explicit understanding of science concepts as well as the ability to write about it in a way that raters can comprehend, and (c) the detailed and item-specific criteria embedded in the scoring rubrics would provide excellent guidelines for scorers and would support reliable scoring compared to the informal coding notes that scorers typically make for themselves during training sessions.

A few examples of student work on item 12 in Figure 1 illustrate the dimensions along which responses varied and were scored. In the drawing, the bulb lies on its side on the positive end of a battery, and a wire goes from the negative end of the battery to the metal jacket of the bulb. Because of the architecture of a typical incandescent bulb, in order for the current to go through the bulb there must be a complete path from one end of the battery to the other end that touches the two contact points of the bulb, the tip and the jacket. The drawing does show a complete, short circuit with current flowing through the metal jacket but not into and out of the bulb. The following student responses would be scored at different levels on the rubric:

Minimal (0.5 point): “I think it will not light because it is not put on right.”
Adequate (1 point): “The bulb won’t light up because the string is pointing to the lumps of the light when it should be pointing at the tip.”
Thorough (1.5 point): “I have three reasons for #12. 1st Because the wire is not touching the tip. 2nd Because it is a short circuit. 3rd Because the bulb is not getting energy through the filament.”

Figure 1. Student written justification test item 12. *Indicates the intended correct response.
Teacher Surveys. An online teaching background survey collected data on all teachers’ professional experience and backgrounds in science and teaching as well as school setting and curricula in use. A science teaching survey administered at the beginning and end of the study year and end of the follow-up year elicited a range of self-reported beliefs and classroom practices in relation to science, science teaching, and children’s learning. Course evaluation surveys given during the last session of each course measured the degree and quality of the implementation of interventions, and teachers’ ratings of the value and impact of the course.

Demographic Information About Students. Teachers provided demographic information about each student taking the test, including sex, race/ethnicity, and English language proficiency category from among (a) Not English proficient—very little or no English; (b) Intermediate English proficient—enough English to participate in classroom interactions; (c) Fully English proficient—home or primary language not English; or (d) Fully English proficient—native English speaker.

Data Collection Procedures

The measures were administered before any teachers in a given round had taken one of the courses, and after the teachers had finished teaching about electric circuits during the school year. Student content tests were administered before and after the electric circuits unit was taught in classrooms of all participating teachers.

Administration of Student Tests of Electric Circuits. A student-testing packet was sent to each participating teacher to provide instructions about how to administer the tests and secure completed tests in sealed envelopes to be returned to the research team. Teachers administered the science tests to their own students, following a detailed testing protocol provided by the research team. Teachers administered pretests during class time within 2 weeks before the electric circuits unit and posttests within 2 weeks after completion of the unit, whenever that occurred during the school year. Students who missed a test because they were absent were given a make-up test as soon as they returned to school. Teachers also completed a classroom and student information survey about student demographics.

Administration of Teacher Tests and Surveys. Intervention group teacher surveys and content tests were administered during the first and last sessions of each teacher course. Control group data were collected by site coordinators in regional project meetings in fall 2007 and winter/spring 2008, after teachers completed electric circuits units in their classes and students had taken their posttests. Site coordinators were provided with detailed test administration instructions to standardize procedures across research sites.

Facilitator Characteristics and Training

Site coordinators and district staff at each site helped identify and solicit the participation of professional development professionals and teacher leaders who might facilitate the courses. The 20 facilitators’ classroom experience ranged from 5 to 39 years (mean 19.3 years; median 20 years), and 8 teachers retained teaching responsibilities while serving as facilitators for the study. Facilitators’ experience was heavily concentrated in elementary schools, and approximately two-thirds of them had taught at the fourth grade level. Every site had at least one facilitator with fourth grade experience and experience teaching electric circuits. Years of experience as professional developers ranged from <1 to 20 years of experience (mean 6.3 years; median 4 years). As measured by the teacher content test at the end of
the Round 1 training, all facilitators met a reasonable threshold of content knowledge prior to the first round of professional development implementation. Aggregate results showed the mean correct to be 88.3% ranging from 77.8% to 97.8%. There were no significant differences in facilitator content scores by experimental condition, with means of 90.6%, 86.5%, and 87.9% correct for facilitators of Teaching Cases, Looking at Student Work, and Metacognitive Analysis, respectively.

To control threats to implementation fidelity, facilitators initially were trained only on the course they were leading in Round 1. In a 5-day facilitator orientation and training held prior to Round 1 (July 2007), the 10 newly recruited facilitators were told in general terms about the research goals and the three experimental professional development models, and were told which sequence of courses they were assigned to teach. Those who were about to facilitate the Looking at Student Work and Metacognitive Analysis courses learned, for example, that one of the courses included a case discussion component, but in the training they did not read or work with the cases. They were then trained separately in the components of the course to which they had been assigned for the first round.

The approach to facilitator training was analogous to the professional development model in its engagement of facilitators in the (teacher) learners’ role. Facilitators experienced the professional development intervention themselves, completing two electric circuits course sessions over 3 days. The majority of the training time was spent deepening facilitators’ understanding of electric circuits, grounding them in the common yet incorrect ideas students (and adults) have about the science, and helping participants develop the necessary facilitation skills through observation and practice. Project staff modeled facilitation, engaged the group in analyzing video clips of exemplary facilitation, and provided the trainees with practice in facilitating at least one course session. Facilitators used the course materials throughout the training. After the first round, a second training was held (December 2007) to prepare facilitators for the next courses they would be teaching. Researchers observed and videotaped the trainings to document how the three courses were presented.

**Course Implementations**

The three professional development courses were delivered eight times each during the first year of the study for a total of 24 course implementations during the study. A total of 283 teachers participated in the first study events held: 201 intervention teachers in the professional development courses, and 82 control teachers in project orientation and data collection meetings.

Each of the three interventions was a 24-hour electric circuits course. Most courses were conducted during the school year with three-hour sessions every other week for 14 weeks. Because of regional logistical issues, however, a small number of courses took place during the summers over one 5-day week.

Two facilitators for each course alternated between serving as lead facilitator and serving as co-facilitator for each session. The materials for each course included a *Teacher Book* that presented all the materials teachers needed to participate in the course, such as the science investigation and group discussion handouts, written cases where relevant, and content guides summarizing the key concepts and outcomes for each session. A *Facilitator Guide* clearly delineated and illustrated the features of each session. It provided detailed yet flexible procedures for leading the course, in-depth background information (e.g., descriptions of the underlying science and common misconceptions), guiding questions and wall charts for each whole-group discussion, and other tips for leading a successful course. In phone debriefs with facilitators before their first session and between subsequent sessions, project staff supported...
fidelity of implementation by checking on the content, structure, and process of sessions and reminding facilitators to implement upcoming sessions according to the intended course features.

At the time of the intervention, some teachers were no longer eligible to take the course, either because their school or district did not agree to participate in the study or because they had left teaching or moved to a different grade or school. On average, just over 60% of teachers initially assigned to each intervention group received the intervention, ranging from 40% to 75% at individual sites.

Attendance records were kept for each session of each course implementation. Overall, attendance rates were strong, with almost 95% of the teachers attending all or all but one of the eight course sessions. The frequencies of missing more than two sessions varied, however, from 3% to 4% for Teaching Cases and Looking at Student Work to over 11% for the Metacognitive Analysis course.

It is important to note that the interventions evaluated are not student curricula but rather teacher courses designed to strengthen teaching in a way that is compatible with whatever student curriculum is already used in the classroom. No materials from the Teaching Cases or Metacognitive Analysis courses were provided for use in teachers’ classrooms, although some teachers did adapt activities they completed in the course for student use. In the Looking at Student Work intervention, a task bank of formative assessments was available for use with students, but was optional as teachers were free to use assessments from their own student curriculum when collecting samples of student work.

Analytic Samples

Just over a third of the 446 randomly assigned teachers (156) dropped out of the study before attending any project events or providing any data, generally because of scheduling conflicts or time constraints (see Table S1 in the Supporting Information). The control group had the fewest teachers leaving the study at this stage, not surprisingly since they had much lower likelihood of a time conflict with their brief project meetings than intervention teachers had with their 24-hour courses. Of the 290 teachers remaining, only 19 additional teachers (6.6%) dropped out after attending one or more meetings or course sessions. The Metacognitive Analysis teachers had the highest dropout rate, with 12.5% leaving during the study.

The analytic teacher sample was defined as all teachers with complete data, including pretest, posttest, and demographic/educational background covariates that were included in the hierarchical linear model (HLM) analyses. A sample of 271 fourth grade teachers was retained through the end of the study and provided teacher data sets; 253 of these teachers provided test data from their students. The analytic student sample was defined as all of their students with pretest, posttest, and parent consent. Of the teachers retained in the study as of the end of study, 71 also provided teacher and/or student data in the follow-up year. This follow-up sample corresponds to approximately 25% of the 283 teachers who attended the first event in the study year.

Baseline Equivalence of Samples

The internal validity of the study depends upon baseline equivalence among intervention group and control group teachers and students. As would be expected with teacher-level random assignment, the four groups were comparable with respect to teachers’ self-reported educational backgrounds, and teaching and professional development experience. Between 93% and 99% of the teacher sample had bachelor’s degrees, and about half also had a
master’s degree. The median teaching experience was 7–9 years, with median electric circuits teaching experience of 3 years. Professional development experience in the past 3 years was also comparable, with medians of 20–24 hours in science and 6–8 hours in electric circuits. It is notable that the sample includes teachers with a wide range of teaching and professional development experience, spanning from novice to veteran teachers in all groups.

In every group, the teacher sample ranged from 80%–90% female, 60–70% White, 9–14% Black, 1–10% Hispanic or Latino, and 3–4% Asian. In all ethnic categories there was variation among the four experimental conditions, but no consistent pattern indicated bias. Details on teachers’ education, experience, and demographics are provided in the Supporting Information (Teacher Background Supplement).

Teachers’ and students’ pretest scores on the tests of electric circuits content knowledge were also examined for equivalence. There were no differences among the teacher means, all of which were between 56% and 61%, nor among the student means, which were between 48% and 49%.

Data Analysis Procedures

To address questions about the relative impacts of the interventions, test and written justification data for teachers and students were first scored and then HLM analyses were used to estimate the treatment effects of the interventions on each outcome.

Scoring of Content Knowledge Tests

Percent correct scores were computed for selected-response items on teacher and student content knowledge tests, with each item worth one point. Scores on written justifications were not included in content test scores.

Scoring of Written Justifications

Four raters scored written responses to justification items after training and calibration sessions on the use of rubrics specific to each question. A sample rubric is provided in the Supporting Information (Scoring Rubric Supplement). All responses were double-scored and discrepancies between scores on an item were addressed in one of two ways. First, if the discrepancy was one point or more, it was considered an indication that something was amiss in one or both scorers’ interpretations of the rubric or of the written response, and the scorers discussed their scoring rationales in discrepancy resolution sessions with a third rater present. In almost all cases, the discrepancy was resolved to consensus. For the <1% of discrepancies on which the scorers could not reach consensus, the mean of the two scores was included in the analytic data set. If the discrepancy was a half-point, the mean of the two scores (0.25 above the lower score and below the higher score) was included in the analytic data set. Final scores included in the analyses consisted of the sum of all points on written justification responses (maximum possible score of 5 points for students and 3.5 points for teachers).

Impact Analyses

HLM models were fitted to gain scores from pretest to posttest and, for teachers, from pretest to follow-up test. Separate models analyzed teacher outcomes, student outcomes, and students classified as ELLs. Analyses were conducted separately for teacher gain scores on the selected-response questions on the test and for their written justification responses, and data from the first year of the study were analyzed separately from the follow-up data from the next year. Control teachers did not provide data in the follow-up year but control data from the study year were included in analyses to roughly approximate group differences.
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The teacher model was a two-level HLM with teachers nested in professional development course groups, that is, the groups of teachers who took each course together. These course groups were expected to vary beyond differences related to the type of intervention, both as a result of the characteristics of the facilitators and the interactions among the teachers within the class. The student model was a three-level HLM. Students were nested in classes taught by specific teachers nested in the professional development course groups. Details of the analytic models are provided in the Supporting Information (Data Analysis Supplement).

Results: Impacts of Interventions

This study provided strong evidence of efficacy for the three professional development courses tested in that all produced significant increases in teacher and student outcomes. As summarized in Table 4, the interventions all brought about highly significant gains in teachers’ and students’ scores on selected-response tests of science content knowledge, well beyond those of comparable control groups. The score increases for students of intervention teachers also occurred for ELLs. There were no significant differences among student gains based either on sex or race/ethnicity. Furthermore, the powerful treatment effects were maintained in the school year following the study year, when both intervention teachers and their next cohort of students showed gain scores significantly greater than those of controls (based on the study year control scores).

With respect to the second measure of teacher and student content knowledge, the quality of written justifications, a different pattern was observed. For teacher written justifications, in the study year all three interventions brought about highly significant gains in teachers’ scores as compared with controls. However, in the follow-up year, only the treatment effects of the Teaching Cases course again were significantly greater than controls. For students, in the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Teaching Cases</th>
<th>Looking at Student Work</th>
<th>Metacognitive Analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teacher</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content knowledge study year</td>
<td>1.84***</td>
<td>1.81***</td>
<td>1.93***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content knowledge follow-up year</td>
<td>1.04**</td>
<td>1.45***</td>
<td>1.21***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Written justifications study year</td>
<td>0.68**</td>
<td>0.64**</td>
<td>0.58*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Written justifications follow-up year</td>
<td>0.70*</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>−0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content knowledge study year</td>
<td>0.37***</td>
<td>0.57***</td>
<td>0.60***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content knowledge follow-up year</td>
<td>0.48**</td>
<td>0.50***</td>
<td>0.75***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Written justifications study year</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.31**</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Written justifications follow-up year</td>
<td>0.39*</td>
<td>0.42*</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English language learner</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content knowledge study year</td>
<td>0.72***</td>
<td>0.76***</td>
<td>0.73**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content knowledge follow-up year</td>
<td>1.01**</td>
<td>0.84*</td>
<td>1.33***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Written justifications study year</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>−0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Written justifications follow-up year</td>
<td>−0.03</td>
<td>0.51†</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p < 0.05, two-tailed.

**p < 0.01, two-tailed.

***p < 0.001, two-tailed.

†p < 0.10, two-tailed.
study year only the Looking at Student Work course significantly raised written justification scores. In the follow-up year, the delayed effects of the Teaching Cases course matched the effects of the Looking at Student Work course, and both significantly raised answer justification scores. Note that other than teachers’ study year results, the Metacognitive Analysis course did not raise teachers’ or students’ scores on written justifications.

Detailed results of the HLM analyses are provided in Tables S19, S20, and S21 of the Supporting Information, for teachers, the full sample of students, and ELLs, respectively. Unadjusted mean scores for these and all other analyses are provided in the Supporting Information (Unadjusted Results Supplement).

**Teacher Results**

**Question 1. Effects on Teacher Science Content Test Scores.** All three interventions caused sizable content test score gains for teachers as shown in Table S19 in the Supporting Information. The three experimental conditions raised teachers’ scores on the test of electric circuits knowledge by approximately 22 percentage points from study pretest to posttest. Estimated gains for all three intervention groups were significantly greater than control group teachers’ estimated gains of 2.4 percentage points ($ES = 1.8–1.9$). There were no significant differences among the impact estimates of the three courses. Unadjusted mean scores for these and all other analyses are provided in the Supporting Information (Unadjusted Results Supplement).

Furthermore, the intervention teachers’ significantly higher content test gains were maintained a year after the professional development, with intervention teachers’ estimated gains of 14–18 percentage points higher than the control teachers’ gains in the previous year.

**Question 2. Effects on Teacher Written Justifications.** Teachers’ responses to answer justification items followed the same pattern as for the selected-response items, with teachers in all three experimental conditions demonstrating estimated gain scores significantly greater than control group teachers’ impact estimates, with impact estimates for the three interventions of approximately 0.6 points from study pretest to posttest versus control group estimated gains of 0.1 points ($ES = 0.6–0.7$; see Table S19 in the Supporting Information). There were no significant differences among the impact estimates of the three courses. With respect to the follow-up, only the Teaching Cases course led to significant effects, with an adjusted gain of 0.75 points ($ES = 0.70$), still far greater than the control group gain in the study year.

**Student Results**

**Question 3. Effects on Student Science Content Test Scores.** Students of teachers in all three experimental conditions demonstrated significantly higher estimated gains than control group students, with average gains of 19–22 percentage points compared to 13 percentage points for control students (see Table S20 in the Supporting Information). There were no significant differences among the three interventions in their effects on student content test scores.

Teachers’ cohorts of students in the follow-up school year also demonstrated clear benefits from the professional development courses taken the previous year. The interventions improved follow-up students’ content test scores from 19 to 23 percentage points, remaining significantly greater than the control group gains of under 13 percentage points in the previous study year. While no differences were found among the three courses in their impact on student content test scores in the year after the interventions, all of them had powerful and sustained impacts compared to the control condition.
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Question 4. Effects on Student Written Justifications. Students’ written justifications did not follow the same pattern as for the selected-response items. Only the Looking at Student Work course significantly improved scores compared to controls from study pretest to posttest (see Table S20 in the Supporting Information). In the follow-up year, however, students of both Teaching Cases and Looking at Student Work teachers demonstrated gain scores that were significantly higher than the control students’ study year gains. Metacognitive Analysis did not improve students’ written justifications compared to the controls in either year.

English Language Learner Results

Question 5. Effects on ELL Science Content Test Scores. The findings presented thus far have been for the sample of all students in participating teachers’ classrooms. Analysis of ELLs’ content test data revealed the same pattern as for the full sample (see Table S21 in the Supporting Information). The three interventions raised ELL students’ scores by approximately 18 percentage points, all three significantly greater than control group students’ estimated gains of 7.1 percentage points (ES = 0.72–0.76). There were no significant differences among student scores based either on sex or race/ethnicity. There were no significant differences among the impact estimates of the three courses.

In the follow-up year the interventions again raised ELL students’ test scores by an estimated 19–27 percentage points, significantly more than the control ELL gains in the previous year.

Question 6. Effects on ELL Written Justifications. ELL student written justifications did not show significant treatment effects during the study year. During the follow-up year, the Looking at Student Work course improved ELL students’ written justifications by an estimated 0.7 points, marginally more than control group ELL students’ written justification gains of approximately 0.3 points (p < 0.10, ES = 0.51).

Relationships Among Teacher and Student Outcomes

The findings indicate that all three professional development courses increased both student and teacher science content knowledge. To examine the relationships among gains in teacher content knowledge and student achievement, we determined whether teacher posttest content knowledge predicted gains in student content test scores. We estimated the impacts on selected-response item scores with an HLM model for teacher content knowledge without including experimental condition in the model. Results indicated that teacher content knowledge was a significant predictor of student test scores (p < 0.001).

To determine whether teacher content knowledge accounts for most of the student outcomes, we compared the results for the HLM model that had only teacher content knowledge to a model that had both teacher content knowledge and the experimental condition dummy variable. A likelihood ratio test indicated that the models were different (p < 0.01), and all three treatment effects were significantly positive (p < 0.05, p < 0.005, p < 0.005 for Teaching Cases, Looking at Student Work, and Metacognitive Analysis, respectively). We concluded that all three teacher interventions improved student test scores only in part through their effects on teachers’ content knowledge.

Discussion

This study was part of a larger project designed to identify links between features of professional development and outcomes for teachers and students. The project not only incorporated experimental methods that permit causal inferences about the effects of three professional development models but also contributes to the growing body of research on how professional development influences student outcomes.
systematically varied interventions, but also rich, qualitative measures to illuminate the quantitative results. Data were collected to document the courses as actually enacted, as well as the impact of each intervention on teacher content and pedagogical content knowledge, classroom practices, and student achievement. This study of multiple interventions, each delivered by multiple staff developers in diverse contexts like those for which the professional development was intended, is a rare example of the kind of “Phase 3 research” called for by Borko (2004) “to progress toward the goal of providing high-quality professional development for all teachers” (p. 4). This paper focused only on the preliminary question of whether the courses improved teacher and student science content knowledge enough to warrant further analysis of the qualitative data collected. Indeed, the three teacher courses all had powerful effects on science learning for both teachers and students, including ELLs, as well as differential effects on teacher and student outcomes.

Impact on Science Content Test Outcomes

**Teachers.** The three interventions had identical collaborative science activities that engaged teachers in investigating and making sense of elementary grade electric circuits content for half of each course session. All three courses produced large gains in teacher content knowledge in the study year, with effect sizes close to 2.0 and over 1.0 a year later, and there were no significant differences among the course effects on teacher test scores. The science content component, which was drawn from a WestEd *Making Sense of SCIENCE* professional development course, provided a powerful learning experience for teachers. Science content in the teacher courses was presented in the context of the student curricula teachers were using in their classrooms, and previous research has shown that professional development is most successful when there is this kind of alignment between the teacher curriculum and standards-based student curricula (Cohen & Hill, 2001; Desimone, 2009).

**Students.** All three courses produced significant increases in content test scores compared to controls, both in the study year and for students in treatment teachers’ classes a year later. Effect sizes ranged from 0.4 to 0.6 for students in the study year, and were even stronger (0.5–0.8) the following year. To our knowledge, treatment effects of this magnitude and duration have not been reported in previous research. Since the courses greatly improved teacher content knowledge, we tested whether those increases alone produced the large increases in student test scores. Indeed, teacher gains in content knowledge significantly predicted student gains, but the considerable impact of the courses on teacher content knowledge only partially accounted for student outcomes. Teachers get something else out of the courses—perhaps additional pedagogical knowledge that influences their teaching practices. Analyses of data collected in this study on teachers’ pedagogical content knowledge, teaching practices, and reasoning about teaching should reveal some of these other treatment effects.

**English Language Learners.** All three courses had even stronger effects on ELL content test scores than were found for the full sample of students, with effect sizes of 0.7–0.8 in the study year, and 0.8–1.3 for students in treatment teachers’ classes a year later. Again, to our knowledge this is the first study to document such strong effects on English learner science achievement. Research has shown that English learners can benefit greatly from inquiry-based science instruction (Hewson et al., 2001); hands-on activities based on natural phenomena depend less on mastery of English than do decontextualized textbooks or direct instruction by teachers (Lee, 2002). In addition, collaborative, small-group work provides opportunities for developing English proficiency in the context of authentic communication about science.
knowledge (Lee & Fradd, 2001). Teachers experienced these features in the three courses, which may have influenced their classroom instruction, benefiting English learners as well as the rest of their students.

Impact on Written Justifications

Teachers. Because the three courses all included both a science investigation component and other activities that engaged teachers in writing about their science ideas, we expected the three courses to have significant positive effects on written justifications for selected-response answer choices compared to control teachers, during both the study year and follow-up year. All three courses did significantly raise teacher written justification scores in the study year, but only Teaching Cases had significant effects in the follow-up year. This is an interesting result in that Teaching Cases was the only course that engaged teachers in critical analysis of tradeoffs among instructional options, with detailed consideration of science content embedded in decisions about classroom practice. In this course, teachers also examined a purposeful selection of student work in written cases, thus exposing them to the most common misconceptions learners tend to display. This exposure may have deepened teacher conceptual understanding of the science. In contrast, in the Looking at Student Work course, the set of misconceptions encountered in work from teachers’ own students would likely have been less comprehensive.

Students. Students’ written justifications did not follow the same pattern as for the selected-response items—the three courses differed with respect to sources of pedagogical knowledge, and their efficacy for improving ability to justify answer choices varied accordingly. Only the Looking at Student Work course significantly improved student written justification scores compared to controls in the study year, when Looking at Student Work teachers taught the unit on electric circuits concurrently with taking the professional development course. This meant that students were completing writing tasks that were assigned as part of their teachers’ Looking at Student Work course shortly before the students took the content post-test, giving them a considerable advantage over students in the other two intervention groups.

Furthermore, Looking at Student Work was the only course that had teachers rehearse a classroom practice skill, that of administering assessment tasks to elicit student thinking. It is essential that professional development supports teachers’ skill in the instructional routines at the heart of classroom practice (Ball & Cohen, 1999; Dewey, 1965; Grossman, 2005; Grossman & McDonald, 2008; Lampert, 2010); teachers must “learn how to do instruction, not just hear and talk about it” (Ball, Sleep, Boerst, & Bass, 2009, p. 459), and the formative assessment experience may have supported more use of classroom written science explanation tasks.

Interestingly, student gains in written justification scores were not seen for the Teaching Cases course until the follow-up year. In contrast, other than teachers’ study year results, the Metacognitive Analysis course did not raise teachers’ or students’ scores on written justifications. This pattern likely reflects the fact that the Teaching Cases and Looking at Student Work courses both included analysis of student work and attention to the importance of using classroom tasks that elicit useful information about students’ conceptual understandings, whereas the Metacognitive Analysis course included similar activities but focused only on the teachers’ own learning experience and understandings. Although further research is needed to understand this result, one possibility is that teacher metacognition about their own learning does not necessarily lead teachers to insights about student difficulties or changes in teaching practice.
**English Language Learners.** ELL student written justifications did not show significant treatment effects during the study year. During the follow-up year, the Looking at Student Work course did improve ELL students’ written justifications, but at a marginally significant level \((p < 0.10)\). Writing accurate and complete science explanations is very complex and difficult for fourth graders and would be even more difficult for English learners. The fact that there were indications of improvement in the follow-up year likely reflects the strong emphasis on eliciting student thinking in the Looking at Student Work course. Furthermore, the significant score increases for ELL students of intervention teachers, and lack of differences among student gains based on sex or race/ethnicity suggest that all three of the courses have design features that are effective at preparing teachers to support all students’ science learning.

**Implications of the Findings**

This study demonstrated that professional development of moderate duration—in this case, one 24-hour course—can have considerable and lasting impact on teaching and learning in elementary science. With high-quality professional development, it was possible to deliver courses in multiple settings by non-developer facilitators and achieve effect sizes of 2.0 for teachers and 0.7–1.0 for students, with effect sizes highest for English learners. Effects were stronger for intervention teachers’ students in the follow-up year, suggesting that course impacts were not fully realized until teachers had time to process and implement what they learned.

**Design of Professional Development.** While this experiment compared models corresponding to general types of professional development (e.g., case discussions, looking at student work), the results should not be generalized to those broad categories. Interpretation of the findings requires a closer analysis of the relationship between specific features of the courses and teacher and student outcomes. That is, each course had features unique to the particular versions implemented here and it is more important, for example, to recognize the different ways in which all three courses included components related to analyzing student work than to think of the Looking at Student Work course as representing that genre of professional development.

It is notable that all three courses raised teacher and student test scores well beyond those of controls, and the effects were even stronger a year later. It is extremely rare for research to show such a powerful and sustained link between professional development and student achievement, especially in science, and this may indicate that the science investigations in common across the courses should be candidates for widespread implementation and further study. However, the courses with the strongest impacts on written justifications of answers emphasized science content situated in activities and scenarios involving student curricula and instruction, in combination with analysis of student work and classroom pedagogical practice. Based on these findings, policy makers should invest in professional development that emphasizes analysis of student learning, pedagogy, and content, rather than focusing on general pedagogy or purely on content. Furthermore, the beneficial effects of both the Teaching Cases and Looking at Student Work courses may point to the potential of a program that combines both of these approaches.

The results for English learners are also noteworthy. The interventions targeted regular science teachers and classes, not pull-out classes taught by specialists in teaching ELLs. This suggests that the approaches in these courses have the potential to benefit the large majority of ELLs in a way that enhances all students’ opportunities to learn.
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Dissemination of Professional Development. Unlike previous studies in which developers of professional development delivered courses directly to small groups of teachers under ideal conditions, in this and previous studies of Making Sense of SCIENCE courses, the professional development was delivered through cadres of staff developers who were trained to lead teacher courses in their regions. This approach included a combination of leadership academies, written facilitator guides, and opportunities to debrief by phone with project staff as the key mechanisms of support. The positive outcomes indicate that the train-the-trainers model has the potential for broad dissemination and impact at a relatively low cost. While there is a considerable body of research on professional development for teachers, there is almost no research on preparation of facilitators of professional development. The approach to facilitator training and support in this project could provide an opportunity for structured studies of effective facilitator preparation.

Research Directions. This study provided a clear answer to the preliminary question about teacher and student learning, demonstrating that the courses do lead to strong and positive outcomes. From this broad causal connection alone, however, it is not possible to trace the cascade of influences by which the courses achieved such strong outcomes. That is, we know the effects of each course but there are multiple variables at work in each course design. We need finer-grained analyses of the qualitative and observational data to illuminate processes and relationships underlying the quantitative patterns. For example, we speculated that in the Teaching Cases intervention, the intentional selection of misconceptions evidenced in student work in the written cases may have deepened and extended teachers’ conceptual understanding of the science, whereas in Looking at Student Work there would be more limited exposure to common but incorrect ways of thinking about the science. Video of professional development sessions can be analyzed to determine how discussions of student work in these two courses compare substantively in scope or depth and to identify conceptual and pedagogical affordances of the differences between the courses. Linkages can then be explored to classroom teaching, teacher pedagogical reasoning interviews, and written responses to student work, to trace connections from professional development through teacher knowledge about student work to student opportunities to communicate their science ideas in those teachers’ classrooms. In this way it may be possible to tease out hypotheses as to the influence of different features of the professional development courses on classroom practice, and in turn, student learning.

More generally, although it is often not feasible to do large-scale randomized experiments, research is needed that takes on the challenging task of making connections among the features and processes of professional development, impacts on teacher knowledge, intermediate impact on classroom instruction, and indirect effects on student achievement.

Measures are Crucial. Measures must be used that are sensitive to differences among interventions. In this study, all courses raised selected-response test scores, but written justifications of selected-response answers revealed conceptual understandings and ability to communicate about science that did differentiate among the effects of the courses. For such young students, other measures that depend more on drawings or verbal interactions with students might be used to gain additional information about conceptual understanding and scientific communication at this grade level.

Strengths and Limitations of the Analyses

The power in the design of this study lies in the combination of several elements. The study compared carefully configured professional development designs, with both shared and
differing components. It utilized a set of measures driven by a conceptual logic model of the professional development’s target outcomes, and implemented a rigorous randomized experimental design that permitted inferences about causal relationships.

Since this study recruited a volunteer sample, these findings should only be generalized to teachers for whom the tested professional development is a priority. This holds for the original 446 teachers who were recruited and randomly assigned to intervention and control groups, and for the 271 teachers remaining after attrition who provided teacher and/or student data.

Finally, the meaning of this study depends upon the validity of the measures used, and the measure of written justification was extremely difficult for the fourth grade sample. This measure was sensitive enough to detect differences among the professional development interventions, so is promising, but for this age group the cognitive load of writing coherent statements limited the measure’s utility for assessing conceptual understanding. As a result, a large proportion of the responses were missing or irrelevant, and the distribution of responses violated some assumptions of a hierarchical linear analysis.
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